Fusion
of the Profession:
AZimbabwean
Persgective
letter dated 26 July 1990
addressed to the Editor by
Mr Justice NJ McNally , a
Judge of Appeal in Zim
babwe, as well as the contri
butions referred to therein, are pub
lished hereunder. These contribu
tions will hopefully be useful and
enlightening to all concerned in
regard to the ongoing debate as to
whether the Bar and Side-Bar in
South Africa should be fused or
whether the existing system should be
altered in any other way.

A

Mr Justice McNally:
Our former Chief Justice, who has
been moving rather rapidly around
the world since you spoke to him at
the Durban Law Conference, asked
me to respond to your letter to him
of 30 May, since unfortunately he
could not write the article himself in
the time allowed.
I thought it might be instructive if
I got you a miscellany of viewpoints.
I enclose a number of brief and
unedited contributions from people
of black, white and mixed racial ori
gins - a Judge, the leader of the de
facto Bar, the Secretary of the Law
Society, a former Chairman of the
Law Society, and an advocate in pri
vate practice. I hope they are of some
use.
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There is, I think , little doubt that
fusion was a reaction to racial atti
tudes, and probably a proper restruc
turing to cope with a new social
order. So, one might say , racialism
begets fusion, but fusion does not
necessarily beget confusion. One can
maintain a de facto Bar, standing on
its own feet and unsupported by
unwarranted monopoly rights; and
one should try to provide proper
training for newcomers to the legal
profession as a whole. But one has to
be very careful, because the insistence
on proper training is very easily seen,
especially in the early stages, as an
attempt to maintain the white
monopoly by devious means .
It is important, of course, to keep
closely in touch with the University
Law Faculties in working out how to
restructure legal education for a
restructured legal profession.

Mr Justice J Greenland,
High Court of Zimbabwe:
From a perspective spanning seven
teen years , first as a public prosecu
tor then as a magistrate, the Bar had
every appearance of being a most
worthy institution . Its members
nearly always performed impress
ively. They appeared to represent a
blend of seemingly extraordinary
professional skills and complete
integrity.

The performance of KEN
TRIDGE, S.C., (which I witnessed)
in Madz imbamuto v Lardner-Burke and
Another 1968 2 SA 284 (R,AD)
represented everything that was best
of advocacy . To my mind the insti
tution of the Bar ensured that the
profession delivered a superb product
and the art of advocacy brought out
the best in individual members. In
this way the courts were better served
and the paying public benefitted.
Regrettably there was the prover
bial fly in the ointment though. In
Rhodesia black advocates were not
briefed . This ugly factor contributed
to the successful case for fusion.
However the Bar survived fusion and
continued on a de facto basis. Has it
succeeded?
The answer is emphatically in the
affirmative. The proof of the pud
ding, as it were, is demonstrated in
microcosm by my own sojourn at the
Bar. I acted for persons as diverse as
those accused of attempting a coup
involving the intended murder of our
present President and for ministers of
state. I have every reason to suppose
that the uncompromising insistence
of the Bar on the highest standards of
research, preparation and delivery
ensured that these duties were dis
charged properly.
There is little doubt that as a
general proposition members of the
Bar deliver a consistently better
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product. This is not to denigrate gen AP de Bourbon se, De facto leader titioners Act 1981 came into force on
eral practitioners many of whom are of the de facto Bar:
15 May 1981, and fusion was
veritable gurus in the practice oflaw.
introduced.
But the matter went fur
The fusion of the legal profession in
It is simply that because advocates set
ther
than
mere
fusion. The concept
Zimbabwe came at a time of
themselves up as specialists they
of articles was abolished, as were the
monumental
change
in
this
country.
necessarily have to prove this very
separate designations of notaries and
claim with every brief. They therefore Fusion was not the result of the poli conveyancers. Entry into the pro
have the time, inclination and help of tical changes of 1980 , but the timing fession was based purely on a univer
the Bar to perform at the highest of fusion meant that the impact of the sity qualification, with or without
political changes was felt more greatly
attainable level in any given case.
local qualifying exams. The only res
In Zimbabwe this factor has been by the legal profession than would
triction on practice was one prohibit
otherwise
have
been
the
case
.
accentuated, I believe, ironically as
ing
a legal practitioner from
The position before 1980 was
a result offusion. Because advocates
practising
on his own account for one
are briefed purely on merit and not clear-cut and straightforward. A
year
after
being registered. All law
in consequence of the privilege of small Bar operated in each of the two
monopoly they have to be so much major centres of the country . With yers, even during the one-year
better. This has had a ripple effect. the exclusive right of appearance in period, have the right of appearance
General practitioners who have come the High Court, junior advocates in all courts.
Throughout this change, the
up against such advocates thereafter were attracted to the Bar because of
have tended to brief out. Hence the the income from motion court and impact of the political changes of
survival and success of the de facto legal aid . But even before indepen 1980 were most severely felt. Partic
Bar.
dence in 1980, the motion court ularly at the Bar, advocates left the
To South Africa I would say it procedure was changed so that country, rather than simply the Bar,
matters not if fusion is adopted. A de default judgments were dealt with in as a result of these two major
facto Bar will undoubtedly survive
Chambers, and motion court was changes. The Bar decreased from
fusion and flourish thereafter simply
becoming less and less lucrative. about twenty-five down to eight.
because it is the most efficient way for
However, these eight survived as a de
the profession as a whole to perform There was a large side-Bar operating facto Bar, which has now grown to
its role in society. Illustrative is the in the major centres of the country, thirteen. The defacto Bar only really
message reposing in the conjectural based on the traditional qualification exists in Harare; there is one advo
case of an attorney advising his client, process of articles. Judges were cate practising in Bulawayo.
"we simply cannot afford not to brief appointed exclusively from advo
With the abolition of articles, there
cates, although many judges were
counsel" .
was
a tremendous influx of young
Besides advocacy at the Bar is appointed from Government service,
lawyers
into the profession. Many of
without doubt the best "finishing and not necessarily from the private
these
had
no experience of practice in
Bar.
Furthermore,
a
number
of
emi
school" for candidates for the Bench.
this
country,
and many had no real
Despite my veteran status my nent South African Counsel had been
experience
of
Roman-Dutch law.
experience at the Bar proved to be a attracted to the Bench in this coun
Added
to
this
was
the problem of
fairly shocking revelation. Deficien try prior to independence.
recruitment
to
the
Bench. Since
cies were manifest in virtually every
Before formal fusion took place,
independence,
twenty-four
judges
department of my legal skills and law the law in this country was altered to
have
been
appointed
in
Zimbabwe.
yer personality. Half baked would be introduce the concept of 'designated
an apt description. Is there a more advocates'. This concept allowed cer Only three came from the ranks of
dangerous animal than a half baked tain advocates to practise as advo advocates. Two came from private
lawyer, advocate or judge I dare ask? cates, but nonetheless to receive practice as legal practitioners. Five
The first requirement of a judge is instructions directly from clients. were expatriates, and the majority of
the others were civil servants.
humility. My time at the Bar proved
Such advocates could hold money in
Undoubtedly one of the major
to be a progressively humbling saga.
trust, and to all intents and purposes impacts of fusion has been to reduce
The ever increasing realization of the
did the normal work of attorneys. the number ofjudges appointed from
awesome scope, depth and propor
tions of law and justice tends to They could not do notary and con the private profession. This in its turn
inhibit self aggrandizement. This is veyancing work. At most, half a has had an important effect on the
real education, good for the soul and dozen persons became designated composition of the Bench, and its
proper character and personality advocates. The concept was an experience in commercial litigation.
unsatisfactory compromise and really Whether this trend was due solely to
development.
Lastly we Africans, in terms of cul satisfied no one.
fusion or due in part to the political
The advent of independence in changes in Zimbabwe is debatable.
ture, tradition and inherent disposi
tion, are great actors. Advocacy April 1980 brought about a profound Whilst the first appointments after
admits of an acting role. Great advo effect on the legal profession. Many 1980 were from the private legal
cates, in effect, play out great roles young black law graduates returned profession and from outside Zim
with the courts as their theatres. Our to Zimbabwe. They found it difficult babwe, more recent appointments
heroes are the like of Cicero, Mar to gain admission into the existing have come in the main from the pub
shall Hall and Norman Birkett, not legal firms because of the require lic sector.
the Americans who are confined to a ment for articles. This led to pressure
These two factors, perhaps as
thirty minute speech on written on the Government to implement the much as any, have resulted in a large
addresses in matters of the greatest recommendations of the Commission back-log of civil cases in the court.
moment and consequence.
which sat in the 1970s to look at the The lack of experience oflegal practi
That is my very personal view.
legal profession. The Legal Prac tioners and judges, and the lack of
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familiarity between legal practi
tioners, has led to a situation where
many more cases are required to be
dealt with in the High Court than was
previously the situation. Many of the
new practitioners operate as small
one or two man firms. They are
unable to obtain the necessary
experience within their firms, and the
absence of a period of articles means
that legal practitioners can litigate
immediately they qualify, without
any regard to their experience. There
are now 326 legal practitioners in pri
vate practice in Zimbabwe, and the
vast majority of those have been
registered since 1981.
A very small proportion of the legal
practitioners in private practice sup
port the defacto Bar. The newer legal
practitioners want to do litigation
themselves. They do not have the
experience, and in most cases do not
have the library facilities, necessary
to prepare for litigation. On the other
hand, the defacto Bar has maintained
the library established many years
ago. The close contact amongst the
advocates in the common room pro
vides a vast pool of knowledge and
experience to all those at the de facto
Bar. There can be little doubt that the
de facto Bar provides a far superior
service to the judges than many of the
legal practitioners from outside the
Bar who appear in the courts.
Fusion was not a mistake in Zim
babwe. In a country with a small
commercial and industrial sector,
there was little justification for the
division in the profession. The fault
with the 1981 Legal Practitioners Act
lies in the abolition of articles, or the
failure to introduce some other form
of post-graduate training. The defacto
Bar has flourished since 1981.
Although numbers have remained
small, the amount of work coming to
the de facto Bar has increased all the
time. In the nine years since fusion
there has never been any serious
complaint about the standard of
professionalism from the de facto Bar.
Recruitment has been slow
because of ever-increasing costs, but
there is no reason to believe that the
de facto Bar will not maintain its
present level of numbers and pro
fessionalism.
In the end, fusion was both good
and bad for the Bar. The continued
existence of the de facto Bar has been
a good thing for the whole legal sys
tem in Zimbabwe. The difficulties of
recruitment have kept the numbers
at the de facto Bar small. But many
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inexperienced lawyers are involved in
superior court litigation, which
should really be briefed to the
"experts". Thejudges have to put up
with that situation. The end result
has been a lowering of standards, but
certainly not the abolition of
standards.

DB Brighton, Secretary of the
Law Society:
The issue of fusion of the legal pro
fession has attracted such emotion
that it would perhaps be wise for the
writer's murky past to be exposed
first.
I completed BCom and LLB
degrees at Rhodes University at the
end of 1975 returning to Zimbabwe
for an 18 month stint of national serv
ice mostly spent as a police prosecu
tor in the south eastern Lowveld area.
I served two years articles, wrote the
attorney's admission exam and was
admitted as an attorney in March
1979 and as a conveyancer in Decem
ber 1980. My attempt to write the
notarial admission exam was over
taken by the fusion of the legal pro
fession in May 1981.
I have worked ever since in general
practice firstly as an assistant and
subsequently as a partner in a small
firm and more recently, following
merger, with one of the ten biggest
firms in the country.
I have also since October 1980
been the Secretary of the Law
Society of Zimbabwe and, following
its creation in 1981, the independent
Legal Practitioners Board of
Examiners. I also served as a mem
ber of the "McNally" Committee of
Inquiry into the future of legal edu
cation and training from 1985 to 1986
and the interim ad hoc Council for
Legal Education appointed by the
Minister of Justice from August to
December 1989.
At Rhodes all our law lecturers
were admitted advocates. None had
been attorneys who were clearly
regarded as a rather lower form of
life. We were all going to be judges
was the general atmosphere, with the
necessary apprenticeship at the Bar
for a few years first. So far as I am
aware none of us are judges yet nor,
since not many ever actually joined
the Bar or still remain there, does it
seem very likely!
What then were my experiences on
the fusion of the legal profession in
this country as an attorney who was
qualified for admission to the South
African Bar (but for the residence and
Afrikaans language requirements)
and the local Bar?

Initially fairly large numbers of the
former attorneys, particularly the
younger ones, tried their hand at
their new rights of audience in the
superior courts. Most had fairly
extensive experience in the magis
trates' courts since advocates were not
briefed to appear there all that often.
A number burnt their fingers particu
larly in appearances before judges
who probably resented the change.
The former advocates decided to
continue practising as de facto advo
cates following the existing rules and
refusing to accept briefs other than
from other registered legal prac
titioners, ie the former attorneys. The
Bar went into a decline. While some
of the former advocates in Harare
who had previously been admitted as
attorneys before joining the Bar had
returned to the Side Bar at about the
time of Independence and prior to
fusion, none did so afterwards. They
either became judges (two of them),
became cabinet ministers (one of
them), died or emigrated.
The Bulawayo Bar, only three or
four strong at its best, disappeared
altogether with only one member
joining a former attorney's firm. The
Harare Bar declined from about two
dozen to less than half a dozen and
there was a crisis with a shortage of
practitioners available to undertake
pro Deo criminal defences with
Ministerial threats of making these
compulsory for every practitioner!
The crisis was averted with a volun
tary scheme encouraging firms to act
in such matters and this appears to
continue satisfactorily.
Since then the Bar has grown in
numbers to around a dozen and has
re-opened in Bulawayo with a single
member there.
Those joining the Bar, save for the
first candidate who was not however
a new student having formerly been
a teacher, have previously been in
practice with legal firms or have come
from the Attorney-General' s office or
commercial sector. They have tended
to be qualified assistants or young
partners with firms who develop a
taste for court work and wish to
specialise in it although they include
in one case the senior partner of a
long-established two man firm!
The position now just over nine
years after fusion appears to be as fol
lows. Pro Deo criminal briefs on trial
and on appeal are largely dealt with
by young legal practitioners (them
selves registered after fusion) from
firms. Very few are done by the Bar
who are probably too busy. For civil
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work most firms probably brief the
Bar to conduct trials particularly in
long, complicated and/or valuable
matters and to appeal in such mat
ters. Members of the Bar are also
often briefed for Magistrate's Court
civil trials and privately defended
criminal matters at all levels. Unop
posed motion work is almost invari
ably dealt with by practitioners from
the firms and not from the Bar while
opposed motion work is probably
more or less evenly split.
The majority oflegal practitioners
in firms will never appear in any
court. Those who will undertake
court work generally do so in
whichever court the matter is to be
heard; Magistrate's Court, High
Court or Supreme Court, although
they may well avoid trial actions
because of the time involved. There
is a nucleus of a few dozen practi
tioners in the firms who undertake
such work and it is from that nucleus
that a number of the new recruits to
the Bar recently have been drawn.
M y conclusion is that there is a
clear need for a de facto bar for liti
gation specialists and that such a bar
here is thriving. There is no need
however for the artificallines drawn
by having a divided profession and
market forces have drawn a much
more practical and cost effective
division.
For example, it is vastly easier for
me as the person drawing the papers
to appear in an unopposed appli
cation for divorce and deal with any
queries raised directly than to go to
the trouble of briefing counsel mak
ing sure he is available, answering his
queries, either sitting behind him or
dealing with the queries raised by the
court when the matter has to be post
poned, re-enrolling the matter, etc,
etc. For similar reasons it is some
times more effective if I can myself
argue opposed applications and/or
appeals.
For their part I believe the defacto
advocates also benefit in that they are
left to get on with their chosen special
ity which is essentially trial work
uninterrupted by petty divorces and
motions, formal pleadings to sign and
all the rest. There can be no doubt
that this is more efficient.
In summary the Bar has not disap
peared and there remains a pool of
court specialists, mostly but not
entirely at the Bar, who can maintain
a reasonable standard of advocacy
and provide a pool from whichjudi
cial officers can be drawn.
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More controversially perhaps I
believe that any decline in the stan
dard of advocacy can be attributed
more to the massive influx of new
graduates into the profession and the
limited quality, particularly to begin
with, of their skills training as well as,
dare I say it, a decline in the level of
experience of the judicial officers
before whom they are appearing. In
short the difficulties that have arisen
are probably more a result of the
political, social and economic
changes we have experienced in the
last ten years than simply a result of
fusion.
What counts at the end of the day
is the client. I have little doubt that
he is better served here by a fused sys
tem as we currently have it. Artificial
restrictions as to who can appear in
which court do not exist while a pool
of experts is available in cases where
they are really needed rather than just
because the law says they have to be
empIOyed~
In shor fission f the legal profes
sion (if that IS t e opposite of fusion)
has not turned out to be the bogey it
was made out to be, and, after a rela
tively short period of adjustment, has
settled down well. Those threatened
by it are the incompetents who should
never have been there in the first
place and it is neither in our own nor
the public interest to carry them.
I should note, as a caveat, that these
are my personal views and not
necessarily those of the Council of the
Law Society of Zimbabwe.

SJR Chihambakwe, former
Chairman of the Law Society:
I refer to your request that I give a
brief comment on my experience
since I worked under the two
systems.
Prior to 1981 the legal profession
in Zimbabwe was that of the divided
bars. I do not think it is necessary to
define what this means. However,
the advantages of the divided system
were that the threeltwo years articles
of clerkship training equipped a
person:
(a) in running an attorney, notary
and conveyancer's office, namely
the handling of clients, trust
funds and management of an
attorney's office in general;
(b) in handling cases in the inferior
courts leaving him with sufficient
time (by briefing counsel) to
attend to office work and to
clients;

(c) in forensic advocacy, in the case
of the bar personnel and this gave
clients specialised services when
it came to appearance in courts;
(d) (who aspired to end up eventu
ally on the Bench) with a proper
ladder to take; and
(e) in short, to think, behave and act
like a lawyer.
The disadvantages of the divided
system were that:
(a) it seriously discriminated against
blacks in that it was easier for a
camel to enter through the eye of
a needle than a black legal aspir
ant to enter articles of clerkships;
(b) it unnecessarily increased legal
costs for simple matters which
went to the High Court/Supreme
Court by sheer basis ofjurisdic
tion - by denying attorneys the
right of audience in the superior
courts; and
(c) it denied, by it being exclusively
white, its services to the majority
of the people.
Be that as it may, the main advan
tage of a fused system, as it is in Zim
babwe today, is the simplified
method of entering the profession
without the bottle-necking of
articles of clerkship. However, the
removal of the training provided by
the articles of clerkship has resulted
in the coming up of lawyers who do
not think, behave and act like lawyers
- and I am afraid that the number
of this class is alarmingly increasing.
When all is considered, even
though I was and still am a pro
tagonist of the fused system, there is
nothing that can replace the training
benefits derived from articles of clerk
ship. If I had my way I would re
introduce it with a reduced period of
say two years, but ensure that it is
easier to join firms for most persons
who leave the university and wish to
enter the profession of the learned
colleagues.

E Chatikobo, Advocate in private
practice:
In pre-independence Zimbabwe
(then Rhodesia) the legal profession
was divided into two separate bodies
operating independently, namely the
Bar and the Side Bar. The former
consisted of advocates and the latter
consisted of attorneys. There were
two statutes governing the operations
of the two bodies, being the Advo
cates Act, Chapter 216 and the Attor
neys, Notaries and Conveyancers
Act, Chapter 222.
Fusion came after independence,
in May, 1981. Prior to fusion there
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were few black lawyers in the coun
try and even fewer black firms of
attorneys. The majority of black law
yers practised as designated advo
cates, which essentially was a form of
fusion.
Principally, what gave rise to the
need for fusion was that for various
racial and political reasons, it was vir
tually impossible for black law gradu
ates to secure places in white firms to
serve articles of clerkship. This not
only had the effect of denying blacks
the opportunity to qualify as attor
neys, but it also adversely affected
those blacks who became advocates
and went to the Bar because the white
attorneys did not give them work and
there were no black attorneys to brief
them. This led to the breakaway by
the body of black lawyers that became
designated advocates.
The profession has now been fused
for a good 10 years, during the whole
of which I have been in active prac
tice of the law in one form or another.
There can be no doubt that fusion
served to redress the pre-independ

ence imbalances. A lot of blacks have
since been admitted into the profes
sion and several black firms have
mushroomed up. But what is perhaps
more pleasing is that recruitment into
the large firms which were previously
white dominated is now not done on
a racial basis. So one can definitely
say the problems that gave rise to
fusion have been removed.
But has the fusion of the profession
affected the quality of services offered
to the public? In my view, yes. The
continued existence of the defacto Bar
for the last 10 years has served as a
good yardstick upon which to meas
ure the performance of the profession
under fusion. The Bar, with its good
facilities, has continued to offer valu
able service to the community . The
same cannot be said of the rest of the
profession when it comes to trial
work. The big firms which have
reasonable facilities offer compara
tively decent service, but the difficul
ties attendant upon combining the
work of an attorney with that of an
advocate are still discernible. The

smaller firms, which have no library
facilities, are clearly not up to stan
dard, not because of incompetence,
but because oflack of experience and
facilities.
To me it is more apparent now
than ever before that a divided
profession is what this country needs.
It would appear therefore that in
a country like South Africa where the
profession is divided, it is imperative
that before settling on fusion, efforts
should be made to solve any problems
which may necessitate fusion. To
suddenly introduce attorneys into
fora in which they have never
appeared for decades results in a drop
in standards and I am sure the same
happens when advocates are forced
to become attorneys.
In any event the strength of the
judiciary is greatly enhanced by the
existence of a strong Bar. To destroy
the Bar is to destroy the Bench.
Without a strong judiciary the rule of
law might suffer. When that happens
chaos reigns. Happily this has not
happened in Zimbabwe.
•

Expert
Analysis of Tape Recordings
by
LEN JANSEN

(DSc)

Professional analysis of all aspects of tape recordings
to be used in Court Cases

PROFESSIONALITY WINS THE CASE
D AUTHENTICATION - For the determination of originality and signs of tampering
or changes to any recording.
D TRANSCRIPTS - of tape recordings. Specialising in indistinct and poor recordings.
D ALSO - Making of copies (re-recordings) to enhance understandability or to change
medium; speaker identification; and other services on cassettes, microcassettes, reels, etc.
42, 23rd Street, Menlo Park Pretoria. ~ 36733, Menlo Park 0102
U (012) 463107 /468941
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